LONDON—cont.

... prebends in. See Kentish Town;

Wedland: Wenlocksbarn.

... altar of St. Mary in, 139.

... [prayers] for the souls of Peter de Gaveston, and others, in, 529.


... mayor of, 487, 489.

... Nicholas de Farendon, 556.

... Robert de Kendale, 562.

... John de Wenggrave, 471.

... office of, taken into the king's hands, 556.

... mayor and aldermen of, 95, 205.

... and sheriffs of, 252, 292, 341, 478, 517.

... alderman of, Henry de Seggeford, 562.

... sheriffs of, 5, 53, 143, 159, 205, 442, 444, 457, 470.

... See also Abyndon; Conductu; Fourneys; Preston; Priour; Prodhomme.

... sheriffs and coroners of, 295.

... assessor for, 383.

... special commissioners for, 302.

... commissioners [for currency and base coin] for, 501.

... citizens of, pardon of a tallage granted to, 110.

... loans to the king, or money received by the king from, 110, 206.

... trading through the realm, 192.

... merchants of, 196, 215.

... assembling at, 250.

... trading with wool to France and Brabant, 390.

... moneys of, 249.

... Bardi of Florence in, divers exemptions for, 254.

... merchant vintners of Gascony bringing wines to, 355.

... Hanse of. See Almain Merchants.

... offences by the collectors of the custom on wool in, 603.

... customs at, William Rude, collector, his deputies, 24.

... John de Vienna, controller of, 59

LONDON—cont.

... custom, or impost, on wool, hides and wool-fells in the port of, 9, 60, 72, 127, 129, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 215, 226.

... collectors of, 15, 16, 60, 72, 127, 129, 226.

... wool shipped from, 473, 478, 609.

... offences against the Staple [of wool] in the city and port of, 486.

... commission touching malpractices in the purchase and export of, contrary to the Staple of, 477, 489.

... articles conceded to the citizens of, 354.

... pardon to the commonalty for neglecting to keep watch on those who take sanctuary in the churches of, 598.

... court of the city of, 471.

... Hastings of, 600.

... riotous conduct of bakers, taverners, millers, and cooks of, 478.

... cappers [named] of Fletestrute, interfering with the manufacture and import of caps, 369.

... cap-making and cappers, proclamation touching, 121, 292.

... commission touching offences against the Ordinance regulating, 374.

... footmen armed of, 236, 242.

... from, killed at York, 236.

... disturbers of the peace in, to be arrested, 487.

... Exchange or Change of, 250, 388, 394.

... master of. See Rogeri.

... farm of the city of, 5, 29.

... fish, herrings, for, 215.

... letters patent dated at, 44.

... measures not of the standard of, 173.

... mint of, Lapinus Rogeri, master of, 338.

... at the Tower of, Giles de Hertebevre, master of, 552.

... murage for, 109, 517.

... [injurious] to trade, 347.

... collector of, Henry atte Swan, 386.

... pavago for, 517.

... a quay in St Peter's parish, 506.

... proclamation against carrying arms in, 396.

... tronage of wool in, granted to Alexander le Peyntour, 240.

... wine [shipped] at, 203.

... Gauclenius Pagani, deputy of Stephen de Abyndon in, 242.

... a ship laden with wool at, 473, 478, 609.

... la Mariele de Lundres, 166.

... navigation of the Thames between Oxford and, 547.